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SOCIAL BARRIERS TO RENEWABLE ENERGY LANDSCAPES*

MARTIN J. PASQUALETTI

abstract. After many years of slow progress, we find that worldwide environmental, political,
and economic pressures are providing greater purchase for the accelerated development of
renewable energy. Although many people would consider this quickening pace good news, the
transition from conventional resources has encountered public resistance. In this article I ex-
amine the nature of challenges to the development of geothermal, wind, and solar energy projects
in three places: the United States, Scotland, and Mexico. The common thread in the public
reservations about renewable energy is landscape change and the consequent disruption such
change produces to established ways of life for those who are nearby. It also suggests the impor-
tance of rebalancing the emphasis of renewable energy programs away from the traditional
technical focus that dominates development planning. The more suitable and expedient ap-
proach would be to consider the challenges of development as predominantly social matters
with technical components, rather than the other way around. To accept this view is to unlock
the door to a renewable energy future. Keywords: landscape, renewable energy, society.

We are addicted to electricity. To most of us it is indispensable; it powers almost
everything we need and like. Those of us with access see its continuous supply as
essential to a lifestyle we would like to maintain. Those with little or no access see its
greater availability as a way out of a lifestyle we would like to improve. But there is a
problem. As demand increases, so too do the varied penalties the environment has
to absorb in order to produce it. Flooded canyons, radioactive waste, lost moun-
taintops, and global warming are just a few of the better-known costs.

As these costs have expanded, our first instinct has been to try to shrink them
using technical fixes. For example, a new and safer generation of nuclear reactors is
on the drawing board, and we are spending great sums to develop cleaner ways to
mine and burn coal. We are hoping, even betting, that such potential innovations
can rescue the status quo and avoid cuts to the use of electricity that has become
such an important component of modern well-being. The question is whether this
is a wise wager; there is growing suspicion that it is not (Marx ; Mumford ;
Winner ; Gould ; Thayer ).

We may be able to identify another approach. One option is for us to recast the
long-running play of modern-day electricity supply. We could do this if we were to
replace the tired actors we have relied on for so long and turn to some fresh under-
studies who can step in and take their place. These new actors are members of a
troupe called “the renewables,” and we judge that three of them have the greatest
near-term promise: geothermal, wind, and solar. These substitute forms of energy
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have many advantages: They are all locally available, sustainable, have low to zero
emissions, andin the case of solar and winddo not need to be cooled with water.
With these advantages, one may wonder, Why have we been so slow to develop
them more robustly? What has been holding us back?

One possible explanation for this sluggish pace is that these new players are still
in training, that they need more work, that they areto use less metaphorical
termsencumbered by technical issues. This premise, however, is open to question.
For example, when we examine it more closely, we find that the conversion efficiency
of photovoltaic cells has not changed significantly for more than a decade, that stan-
dardized wind turbines are now routinely mass-produced in several countries, such
as Denmark and China, and that few if any important mysteries remain in the op-
eration of most geothermal power plants.

The other possible reason for the holdup tugs us in a completely different direc-
tion: Social barriers are blocking our way. That is to say, people are creating the
problems, not technology. This is not an entirely new observation; a rich literature
exists on societal reactions to new technologies. The journal Technology and Cul-
ture, for example, is dedicated to exploring this idea, and David Nye and Joel Tarr,
among other scholars, have examined various aspects of the social adoption of con-
ventional energy sources such as coal, oil, and uranium (Nye ; Tarr ). What
has been heard more recently, however, is a rising chorus of opposition to the very
energy resources we have been hoping will help take their place.

The first thought might be that barriers erected to renewables are politically
motivated, and no doubt that factor is important in the introduction of anything as
fundamental as a change in the source of our electricity. However, politics are such
an encompassing element in every decision that as an explanation for delay it evens
out across all the resources. Another presumed barrier might be economics, specifi-
cally the purported higher economic cost for renewables. Although this argument
might be valid in some cases and in some places, it is equally not valid in other cir-
cumstances, such as in Japan and many other places where the costs of conventional
electricity are at least as high. Thus, if we discount economics and politics as causes,
what else might be further inhibiting development of renewable energy resources?

Recent articles have addressed pieces of this question for individual resources,
particular time periods, and separate countries (Wolsink , , ; Mallett
; Wüstenhagen, Wolsink, and Bürer ; Toke, Breukers, and Wolsink ;
van der Horst and Toke ; Warren and McFadyen ). My approach is some-
what different. I examine three resources and move chronologically over a period of
about two decades. I start with the early developments of geothermal energy in
California; shift to burgeoning wind energy industry in the United States, Scotland,
and Mexico; and end with the emerging controversies over solar energy develop-
ment in the southwestern United States. Throughout, I consider the idea that oppo-
sition to landscape changes and the associated impacts on the way of life such changes
might bring to local residents are generating the impediments to a renewable en-
ergy future.
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Barriers to Geothermal Energy

The landscape burden of geothermal energy is stronger than that of any other en-
ergy resource for two reasons. First, geothermal energy is site specific: It must be
developed quite close to where it is found, regardless of the topography or land use.
Such spatial exclusivity concentrates virtually every phase of developmentinclud-
ing exploration, access, well drilling, all construction, power-plant operation, and
fluid reinjectionat the site of re-
source availability. In each phase, ac-
tivity must accommodate to the
existing landscape, be it flat or moun-
tainous, desert or forest, empty wilder-
ness or intense agriculture. Second,
geothermal resources have lower en-
ergy densities than do other fuels. This
means that wider areas are disturbed
to produce equivalent amounts of
electricity. Taken together, these char-
acteristics result in a relatively large,
unavoidable, and immovable land-
scape “footprint.”

The spatial characteristics of geo-
thermal energy are on full display in
California. The Geysers, in the north-
ern part of the state, is the world’s larg-
est commercial geothermal develop-
ment. An uncommon, steam-
dominated system, it covers about 

square miles of the Mayacamas Moun-
tains,  miles north of San Francisco
(Figure ). Because of its relative iso-
lation and steep topography, developing The Geysers has required adjustments to
steep and unstable slopes covered with a mix of grasses, chaparral, and oak species
characteristic of the Mediterranean climate of California’s coastal ranges.

The land at the precise location of The Geysers is used primarily for watershed
protection, and no residential or commercial land uses exist within the boundaries
of the field. This pattern of land use changes substantially with distance. To the west
are occasional ranches and wineries; to the east, recreational activities around Clear
Lake.

About  miles to the southeast, hard on the border with Mexico and not far
from Arizona, the Imperial Valley geothermal resource underlies a completely differ-
ent landscape. Instead of steep slopes, scattered oaks, and  inches of precipitation
per year, the Imperial Valley is an agricultural oasis in the midst of a scorching,

F. The Geysers geothermal field in Cali-
fornia’s Mayacamas Mountains is the largest in the
world. (Cartography by Mike Catsos, School of
Geographical Sciences and Urban Planning, Ari-
zona State University)
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desolate area that sometimes
receives no rain at all (Figure
). Meticulously fashioned
into a leveled and finely cali-
brated system of irrigation and
drainage canals, the approxi-
mately , acres of the
Imperial Valley yield . bil-
lion in produce and livestock
yearly, all sustained by  days
of sunshine and . million
acre-feet of water from the
Colorado River (iid ).

Despite the common re-
source, the two places exhibit
very different social barriers to
development. At The Geysers,
the initial view of developers
was that the small population
and low-intensity land use of
the resource site would pro-
voke little public resistance.
Few obstacles, it seemed, ex-
isted that would deter plans to
reshape the land, create new
roads, level space for con-
struction pads, drill produc-
tion and reinjection wells, or
lay pipe. With no obvious
constraints, everything
seemed well suited to turn the
abundant hot steam found

there into electricity for a growing population (Figure ). For almost two decades
The Geysers expanded impressively, reaching more than , megawatts (mw) of
installed capacity by the mid-s. Then, suddenly, social obstacles began to ap-
pear (Pasqualetti and Dellinger ).

Conflicts at The Geysers pitted the industrial landscapes of geothermal energy against
the recreational landscapes of Clear Lake. The reason for concern was apparent: Al-
though The Geysers provided the county with some welcome tax revenue, recreational
use of Clear Lake was, and is, its primary economic engine. Any action that menaced
this mainstay was viewed with protective alarm. Though largely hidden by trees and
topography, at some places The Geysers operations are as close as  miles from the lake,
close enough for the malodorous hydrogen sulfide emissions to draw fire.

F. The vastly productive Imperial Valley lies atop
substantial geothermal resources, which have now been
commercialized in three areas. (Cartography by Mike Catsos,
School of Geographical Sciences and Urban Planning, Arizona
State University)
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Hydrogen sulfide, with its well-known rotten-egg aroma, is a common emission
at geothermal operations; and the prevailing winds carried the powerful fragrance
from The Geysers directly over the resorts that hug the lakeshore. Patrons of the
resorts and restaurants objected to the proprietors, and the complaints reached lo-
cal politicians. Talk about revoking power-plant licenses soon began (Pasqualetti
and Dellinger ).

Although geothermal companies at The Geysers had foreseen several types of
problems, they had not designed the facilities to avoid this one. The obnoxious
odor emerged as an unexpected social barrier to the development of this renewable
energy project. Wishing to protect their investment, geothermal developers
scrambled to find solutions. The answer came in the form of hydrogen sulfide scrub-
bers, which are still in place. Complaints have subsided since they were installed.

Solving one problem, however, created another. The scrubbing by-product was
classified as hazardous waste, requiring disposal at the nearest licensed disposal site,
about  miles away. To transport the sludge, haul trucks had to maneuver along
the area’s narrow, winding roads. Fatal accidents occurred, and waste spilled into
the environment; negative publicity followed. Geothermal operators, who thought
that installing the scrubbers had erased a social problem with a technical solution,
found themselves again on the defensive. Eventually, better equipment, refined han-
dling procedures, and better driver training erased the problem from the public
agenda (Pasqualetti and Dellinger ).

F. Development of California’s The Geysers geothermal site must adjust to the challenges of
topography, unstable slopes, and nearby resorts. (Photograph by the author, June )
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Development in the Imperial Valley faced a markedly different situation. There,
the existing landscape was agricultural. For years, politicians, landowners, and field
workers all worried that site-bound geothermal energy could not coexist with the
lucrative field crops and feedlots. The concerns included whether withdrawal of
geothermal fluids would disrupt the finely tuned irrigation and drainage systems,
whether hydrogen sulfide emissions would reduce crop yields, and whether rein-
jecting the geofluids would stimulate seismic activity (Pasqualetti ).

These worries became effective barriers to renewable energy development, de-
laying meaningful commercialization of the geothermal resources for decades. Even-
tually, once convinced that the local economy would not suffer, Imperial County
established guidelines and planning protocols that placed more than , acres
of the county in a geothermal overlay zone (County of Imperial ). Today geo-
thermal development and agriculture flourish side by side (Figure ). However,
ultimate development is still slow; at present, only about  mw of generating ca-
pacity is connected to the electric grid, a small fraction of the potential that exists
beneath the fields. In contrast,  miles south of the international border, less in-
tense agriculture use and less stringent environmental laws have facilitated devel-
opment more than twice that size at Cerro Prieto (Gupta and Roy ).

Social Barriers to Wind Energy

Although geothermal plants are especially good for meeting baseload power, wind
turbines have certain other advantages. For example, they need no cooling water,

F. After several decades of study, the existing agriculture and geothermal development now
coexist in the Imperial Valley. (Photograph by the author, February )
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F. The eastern end of California’s San Gorgonio Pass is one of the earliest large-scale wind
developments in the world. (Cartography by Mike Catsos, School of Geographical Sciences and Urban
Planning, Arizona State University)

produce zero emissions, are simple to erect and dismantle, and can be installed
quickly in a larger number of places. They also, however, produce the most blatant
landscape changes of any renewable energy resource.

Being a form of solar power, wind energy is even more sustainable than is geo-
thermal energy. Currently, it is also more successful: Compared with the , mw
of global geothermal capacity at the end of June , the generating capacity of
wind turbines reached , mw in the United States and , mw globally by
the same date (wwea ).

Yet, despite its many advantages and quick rise in popularity, wind power con-
tinues to encounter social barriers. They fall into two principal categories. First are
the generic barriers, such as the conspicuous and unavoidable presence of the wind
turbines on the land. Second are the site-specific barriers. Although these barriers
tend to vary from place to place in response to local natural and cultural sensitivi-
ties, the most fundamental of these is the interruption that wind turbines create on
the landscape they transform (Pasqualetti, Gipe, and Righter ). Both sets of
obstacles will influence what we can expect from wind power as a contributor to a
renewable energy future. Several of the most significant examples of these barriers
have emerged in the United States, Scotland, and Mexico.

In the United States, objections to the modern installation of wind turbines
began in earnest in California in the s, when the City of Palm Springs filed suit
against Riverside County and the U.S. Bureau of Land Management for allegedly
not following proper environmental procedures during the installations in San
Gorgonio Pass (Pasqualetti , ; Pasqualetti and Butler ) (Figure ). The
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F. One of the primary objections to the wind turbines in San Gorgonio Pass was that they
interfere with the scenic vistas, such that of ,-foot Mount San Jacinto. (Photograph by the author,
March )

F. After years of rancor between wind development and the existing communities, Palm
Springs, California, now embraces the wind. (Photograph by the author, April )
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principal claim was that the wind turbines markedly degraded the beloved desert
landscape right at the main entryway to the stylish resort community (Figure ).
Other objections included claims that the turbines were noisy, that they flickered as
they rotated, that they leaked oil, and that their presence depressed land values.

In hindsight, the most surprising aspect of these objections was that they were
raised at all. Although the eastern end of San Gorgonio Pass has a dramatic moun-
tain landscape as a backdrop, it is windblown and subject to sandstorms, is full of
transmission lines and discarded trash, and is bisected by noisy Interstate . In
other words, it was not particularly attractive land for home sites. Given these cir-
cumstances, few people might have envisioned that wind developments there would
arouse public opposition or give wind power a bad name. The reaction, when it
came, was a surprise and an early lesson for all those who had anticipated a smooth
path for the future of wind power. If people objected to wind development in San
Gorgonio Pass, where would it be acceptable?

Eventually, the commotion settled down. Following the first flurry of construc-
tion, reactions, legal suits, and tax adjustments, wind developers and regulators
worked together to craft pragmatic resolutions. For example, Palm Springs annexed
several square miles of land occupied by the wind turbines and started receiving tax
revenues. Opinions improved with the adoption of procedural adjustments devel-
oped by Palm Springs and Riverside County. Over the next ten years these adjust-
ments, coupled with improvements in design, construction, and operation, produced
a gradual shift in public opinion from opposition to mild indifference. By the turn
of the millennium, the reversal was complete: The Chamber of Commerce, local
hotels, and postcard publishers often promote wind farms that are literally in the
backyard of Palm Springs. Tours of the wind farms are available, and even local
property owners have come to terms with the installations as a part of the new
landscape (Figure ).

This change of heart did nothing to assure similar treatment elsewhere. Other
issues began to appear. In many locations, especially Altamont Pass in Northern
California, concern focused less on aesthetics and more on bird mortality (Bryce
; Curry ). In Minnesota, West Virginia, and elsewhere bat deaths were the
focus of negative attention (Johnson and others ; Kunz and others ). In
Wyoming, wind development encountered resistance from oil interests (Thomp-
son ).

The number of objectionable locations continued to grow until soon the epi-
center of U.S. opposition shifted to a project known as “Cape Wind” (Kempton and
others ; Firestone and Kempton ; Williams and Whitcomb ). As origi-
nally proposed, the development would comprise  offshore turbines in a -
square-mile area of Horseshoe Shoal,  miles south of Cape Cod, Massachusetts
(Figure ). From the start, it was considered a test case for offshore proposals all
along the East Coast (Harrison ), and opposition was correspondingly strident.
The public debate over the proposal has been vociferous and prolonged: By  June
, an article in the Vineyard Gazette stated: “It has been , days since the Cape
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Wind project was first formally proposed. . . . Hostilities began only a few weeks
after the war in Afghanistan” (Seccombe ). The controversy was finally resolved
when, on  April , Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar made the final decision
in favor of the Cape Wind project.1

During the long debate, both sides raised a wide variety of considerations. The
principal objection was the envisioned changes to the high-valued recreational land-
scape. Ancillary objections included predicted threats to fishing resources and navi-
gation, oil leaks, and, most recently, the Wampanoags’ claim that the turbines will
interfere with ancient burial grounds and traditional sunrise ceremonies. So heated
did the debate become that segments of the environmental community even faced off

against one another (Riley ). For example, in  Robert F. Kennedy Jr., an ar-
dent environmentalist, argued that developers are “trying to privatize the commons.”

Wind energy controversy is also brewing in many places in Europe, among them
Scotland (Figure ). One such case has been on the Isle of Lewis, in the Outer
Hebrides. In  a partnership of private companies and British Energy applied to
build a  turbine, -mw wind farm stretching across the three most northerly
Lewis estates, Galson Estate, Barvas Estate, and Stornoway Trust Estate (Figure ).
The majority of the proposed wind-farm infrastructure fell within the boundaries
of the Lewis Peatlands Special Protection Area, one of the largest and most intact

F. The planned Cape Wind development in Nantucket Sound, Massachusetts. (Cartography
by Mike Catsos, School of Geographical Sciences and Urban Planning, Arizona State University)
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F. Residents of Penicuik, Carlops, and Howgate, south of Edinburgh, Scotland, formed the
Penicuik Environment Protection Association to oppose the proposal to build eighteen . mw wind
turbines. The protest shown here took place at Auchencorth Moss, near Penicuik. (Reproduced courtesy
of the Penicuik Environment Protection Association, [www.auchencorth.org.uk/])

known areas of peat land in the world (Scottish Government ). The project
would be about twice the size of the entire wind capacity installed near Palm Springs
and would involve hundreds of pylons, conductors, roads, and construction plat-
forms. At full scale, the schemes proposed for the Isle of Lewis would generate enough
electricity to meet the average needs of  million people indefinitely, assuming con-
stant per capita demand. Opposition, however, was strident, with protests often
accumulating under the banner of Mòinteach gun Mhuileann  (Moorlands without
Turbines) (mwt ).

Sustained, determined, and effective resistance surfaced as soon as the project
was announced, and it continued for several years (Ittmann ). By April 

the Scottish political body deciding on the application had received , letters of
opposition and only  letters of support. This contributed to the decision by En-
ergy Minister Jim Mather and the other ministers to turn down the request as a
landscape change they could not approve (bbc ; Scottish Government ).
The proposal, they said, “would have a serious impact on the Lewis Peatlands Spe-
cial Protection Area. . . . Plans by Lewis Windpower for a wind farm . . . in Lewis have
been refused consent on the grounds of incompatibility with European law” (Scot-
tish Government ). The defeat at Lewis occurred in one of the most remote
occupied places in Europe. In contrast to crowded and tony Cape Cod, the Lewis
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landscape is rural, open, and quiet. It is home to fewer than , people living a
modest lifestyle, clinging to traditional ways, speaking Gaelic along with English.
The locals fought to keep the area the way it is.

As in other locations, the list of barriers to the Lewis project started with un-
wanted changes to the landscape. It then grew to include threats to birds, damage to
peat bogs, and risks that the whole project would pose to some of the finest mega-
lithic cultural sites in Europe, the Callanish Standing Stones, erected around 

b.c. (Gray ). Everyone on the island, and thousands elsewhere, wanted to keep
developers from transforming a bucolic landscape into an industrial landscape.

Lewis, and the sense of place that has developed on it, is as unique as its nature.
Its primary residents are fundamentalist Presbyterians who do not brook intru-
sions or interference from outsiderswhich a large wind project would surely pro-
duce. Whereas on Cape Cod, multiple merchants, well-off residents, and swarms of
summer visitors keyed opposition, on Lewis isolation, modest living standards, and
conservative local values kept working to prevent wind power from gaining pur-
chase. It most ways the two places are very different; the one trait they had in com-
mon was a disdain for the anticipated changes to the existing landscape experience.

F. The Isle of Lewis, Scotland, proposed site of the largest wind development in Europe.
(Cartography by Mike Catsos, School of Geographical Sciences and Urban Planning, Arizona State
University)
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The decision against the Lewis wind farm can be considered as notable a defeat
for renewable energy development as it was a stalwart example of the weight of
public opinion. However, the final chapter for wind power on the Outer Hebrides is
yet unwritten. Indeed, other projects on Lewis continue under review. By the begin-
ning of  the ministers had approved a project at Muaitheabhal, in the southerly
Eishken Estate. Helen McDade of the John Muir Trust took note: “This is a test case
for wild land. It is absolutely clear cut that this major development should not go
here as the land is protected and the impact would be disastrous for the beauty of
the area” (Gray ). In reaction to the news that the ministers might approve
other proposals, another spokesperson for the trust said: “We are extremely con-
cerned by this if it is true. I believe that Ministers would have severely misjudged the
public mood and there would be enormous backlash” (Gray ).

Proving that objections to wind energy proposals are widespread not only geo-
graphically but also historically and culturally, we travel next to the Pacific lowlands
of Oaxaca, Mexico (Figure ). With  mw of generating capacity already in place in
Oaxaca by mid-, expansion that is planned will dwarf any wind energy project
in the world. Already, more than , acres of land are reserved for wind develop-
ment in the municipalities of Juchitán de Zaragoza, Unión Hidalgo, El Espinal and
San Dionisio del Mar; and more than , mw are to be installed by  (amdee
). That is be roughly equivalent to the total installed wind-generating capacity
of California as of spring , a total that accumulated over a period of twenty-five
years. Huge by any standard, full-scale development in Oaxaca is estimated at be-
tween , and , mw (Luengo and Oven ).

Topography and weather patterns make the Isthmus of Tehuantepec attractive
for wind development. For a sense of the potential in this area, consider that a good
wind-power density (wind class ) is – watts per square meter. In large areas
of Oaxaca, however, wind-power density commonly exceeds  watts per square

F. The La Venta wind area of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, Oaxaca, Mexico, one of the most
promising areas for wind development in the world. (Cartography by Mike Catsos, School of
Geographical Sciences and Urban Planning, Arizona State University)
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meter (wind power class greater than ) (Elliott and others ). This makes the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec among the best wind energy sites anywhereand most
tempting for the Mexican government and various development partners.

The ultimate scale of development will rely on several factors other than raw
wind strength and consistency. Much will depend on siting choices and coopera-
tion between developers and local residents. Current plans are to concentrate the
wind farms near the rural communities of La Venta and La Ventosa, northeast of
Juchitán (Stevenson ). This could be a portentous choice. Founded in ,
Juchitán is now home to about , citizens, mostly Zapotecs and Huaves. It is
also the seat of the Coalición Obrera, Campesina, Estudiantil del Istmo, an influ-
ential popular movement that matured in the s combining socialists, peas-
ants, students, and indigenous groups (cocei ). The relative ease of passage
through the low-lying region of the isthmus has contributed to its strategic value
and the long history of occupation in Juchitán. Such long occupation has helped
create a close association between the people and their land (O’Connor and Kroef-
ges ), as well as substantial autonomy from the central government in Mexico
City.

The autonomy is reflected in the history of political unrest and activism com-
mon in this region. A revolt took place in , and life was again interrupted by the
Mexican-American War in . Less than twenty years on, the people of Juchitán
defeated the French. Porfirio Díaz, later a dictator of Mexico, populated his army
mostly with citizens from Juchitán. In  other natives of the town organized in
support of the revolutionaries Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata. By  Juchitán
had attracted further attention by electing a left-wing, prosocialist municipal gov-
ernment, the first Mexican community to do so in the twentieth century. In Febru-
ary  Juchitán received the military caravan of the Ejército Zapatista de Liberación
Nacional. Many residents in the region clearly have an anarchist bent.

Given this historical and cultural background, it is not surprising that the changes
which accompany the introduction of wind power have met with some resistance.
In recent years the tendency for citizen activism has evolved into increasingly com-
mon clashes, ones that pit locals against the federal government over plans to alter
their sense of landscape permanence by installing wind megaprojects in the area.
Among the contentions is that local residents are receiving meager compensation
for leasing land to the wind developers.2 The reported amount has ranged from
amounts equivalent to u.s. per acre per year for a single turbine to u.s.–

per acre per year (Sanchez ; Hawley ). Others have reported the rate to be
as low as u.s. per year for . acres, as Karen Trejo reported in :

Faustina López Martínez, originally from the village of Juchitán, complained that
the companies promised agriculture aid without ever following through. On the
lands where she used to plant corn to sell, the Spanish company Union FENOSA
plans to install windmills to generate wind energy for the next  years, and possibly
extending to double the term. In exchange, López will receive  pesos (less than
US) each year for the rent of each of her  hectares (. acres) of land.
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Such disproportion is one of the principal reasons behind the formation of or-
ganizations such as the Grupo Solidario de la Venta, which are opposed to wind
development in the isthmus (Girón-Carrasco ). This and other groups claim
that the “government has been violating the rights of indigenous peoples, causing
both environmental and cultural destruction; that the intent of . . . wind park con-
struction is to turn the isthmus into an industrial corridor” (Sanchez ).

These strong antiwind sentiments are being noticed in other wind-rich countries,
including the Netherlands: “In Juchitán, in southern Mexico, the wind always blows.
Very hard. Wind farms are springing up like mushrooms . . . to the great displeasure of
the local Zapotec farmers. . . . Wind power projects on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec in
southeastern Mexico harm land of Zapotecan farmers” (La Ruta ).

As in Massachusetts and Scotland, politics are playing an important and con-
tinuing role in Oaxaca. Developers, politicians, and officials of various government
agencies in Mexico City have been peppered with questions of propriety, fairness,
influence, and control. The public advocacy organization National Wind Watch offers
this explanation: “The growing resistance to wind farm construction in southern
Oaxaca . . . is based on local landowners’ negative negotiating experiences with the
cfe [the national electricity company], discomfort with the broad freedoms seem-
ingly granted to multinational corporations and an increasing concern about the
possible environmental consequences of the wind farms themselves” (Sanchez ,
). “Are the ejidatarios being victimized?” asked a reporter from USA Today, at a
public presentation at the Benjamin Franklin Library in Mexico City in June 

(Hawley ).3

A local leftist farm group known as the Asamblea en Defensa de la Tierra y el
Territorio has complained about the treatment it has been receiving, saying: “They
promise progress and jobs, and talk about millions in investment in clean energy
from the winds that blow through our region, but the investments will only benefit
businessmen, all the technology will be imported . . . and the power won’t be for local
inhabitants” (Stevenson ). The group is calling on supporters to defend the land
“inherited from our ancestors.” They have said “no to the wind energy megaproject
in the isthmus that desecrates our lands and cultural heritage” (Sanchez ).

Protestors have taken to the streets, and incidents of rock throwing, accompa-
nied by minor injuries, have occurred. In addition, some groups have barricaded
roads leading to wind sites; others have marched, holding antiwind banners (Figure
). Most of the protests are over the loss of land: “The Greedy Grabbers need land,
and lots of it, to be able to put up sticks and blades and thus seize and put a meter
between the people and heaven itself” (Giordano ).

Social Barriers to Solar Power

As geothermal and wind energy promoters have gained experience, they have at-
tracted both praise and scorn. Objectors claim that projects interfere with sites of
cultural heritage, that they threaten local ways of life, that they imperil the eco-
nomic base, that they disrupt landscapes and land tenure, and that they bring inad-
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equate compensation to those affected. In response, developers have felt compelled
to refine their planning strategies, implement new regulatory requirements, under-
take more complete impact assessments, include longer deliberation periods,
broaden their programs of education and outreach, and, on rare occasions, aban-
don projects. Despite the breadth of such efforts by all participants, it would be
unduly optimistic to count these steps as much more than just first efforts in a pro-
cess that will be needed if renewable energy is to grasp a greater portion of the
energy supply market. We should expect additional social barriers to appear as re-
newable energy resources of other types attract more attention and promise.

Take solar energy as the next case in point. Like recognition of the impacts of
geothermal and wind power, sensitivity to impacts of the ultimate renewable en-
ergy resource has increased. For example, several well-known individuals have made
statements that could derail some renewable energy plans. As the New York Times
recently reported: “Senator Dianne Feinstein introduced legislation in Congress . . .
to protect a million acres of the Mojave Desert in California by scuttling some  big
solar plants and wind farms planned for the region” (Woody ). These and similar
objections may have more consequence because much more is riding on the future
of solar energy (Zweibel, Mason, and Fthenakis ; Riley ; Sullivan ).

A large part of southwestern United States and adjacent Mexican states receive
insolation in excess of  kilowatt hours per square meter per day, values that equal
or exceed those of most other sites on the planet. Solar energy is an obvious renew-

F. Protest banner against wind development in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, Oaxaca, Mexico.
The banner reads: “If they plant them today, what will we harvest tomorrow?”; “The isthmus is ours
for the good of your children”. “Inform yourself and spread the word.” Source: ADLT . (Reproduced
courtesy of the Asamblea en Defensa de la Tierra y el Territorio)
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able energy resource of the region. Although no country generates more than a
fraction of its electricity from solar energy, many people believe in its future and
want to take better advantage of its many attributes. They appreciate, for example,
that it is unlimited and clean, that its use produces neither greenhouse gases nor
long-term wastes, that cooling water (for photovoltaics) is unnecessary, and that
generation of solar energy produces little or no noise. Despite the advantages and
abundance of solar energy, opposition to its development is on the rise, although
the industry is not taking much notice yet (Pasqualetti and Schwartz ). Most of
this opposition stems from how solar energy development will alter the landscape,
whether natural or developed. For example, Home Owners’ Associations (hoa) have
attracted the attention of solar developers because their objections can deny the
necessary approvals needed for installing these “eyesores” (Galbraith ).

Even in the absence of an active hoa, neighbors can sometimes clash about
“solar access,” usually when one homeowner is responsible for blocking the sun.
One recent example of this problem comes from California where a resident asked
his neighbor to remove his redwood trees because the shadows they cast fell across
his solar modules. The neighbor refused, and the case went to court. A Superior
Court judge ordered two of eight trees removed, citing the California Solar Shade
Control Act of  (Gorn ). Because such adjudication is not consistent across
the nation, no settled law exists on this question (Leonard and Pasquale ). This
means that, in addition to hoa resistance, access issues will continue to burden the
expansion of solar power.

Although personal solar installations continue to attract public interest, the
present direction for solar energy in the United States is for large, concentrated
clusters. In  Congress asked the U.S. Department of Energy to begin moving
toward an initial goal of , mw of concentrating solar power (csp) in the south-
western United States. This promotion was supplemented in June , when the
Western Governor’s Association resolved to diversify its energy resources by devel-
oping , mw of “clean” energy in the West, including as much as , mw of
distributed photovoltaic solar electricity systems and csp plants and another ,

mw-thermal of solar hot water (wga ).

Inevitably, plans of this magnitude are encountering social barriers. One of the
most persistent of these barriers concerns the amount of land that would be re-
quired for such a large solar presence. For example, the ,, mw of solar po-
tential identified in Arizona, Nevada, California, and New Mexico would require a
land area of about , square milesabout  percent larger than Pennsylvania.
If we take into consideration the seventy-one csp project applications received by
the Riverside office of the U.S. Bureau of Land Management by April , ,

acres would be needed. This would produce a generating capacity of about ,

mw (cec ), or about twice the current conventional generating capacity cur-
rently available to Arizona.

Commitments of so much land to solar energy are attracting the attention of
several environmental groups. The California-based Alliance for Responsible En-
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ergy Policy argues that the push for “Big Solar” promotes the “permanent destruc-
tion of hundreds of thousands of acres of pristine public lands designated for multi-
purpose use that belong to the people” (Bailey ). Other groups argue that
clearing and preparing large patches of desert for centralized power stations has no
net environmental merit.

As with most social barriers, any discussion of land-use restrictions for solar
energy involves nuances. For example, Byron Miller and I calculated that, when all
steps in the fuel cycle are considered, the total land needs are comparable to those
for conventional resources such as coal (Pasqualetti and Miller ). Similarly, Sena-
tor Feinstein’s hesitation about the land commitment for solar energy stems not so
much from solar energy itself as against the threats it produces to desert wildlife
and earlier commitments made for the land (Freking ).

The emergence of public resistance to solar power is in its infancy, especially
when compared with the existing issues that surround geothermal and wind en-
ergy. We should expect the emergence of more resistance to a variety of issues. For
example, in addition to matters of solar access, hoas, land requirements, and en-
dangered species, other arguments are likely on topics such as need for water, com-
petition for land, centralized versus decentralized deployment, stabilizing the spoils
of the manufacturing processes, and price. We should expect that those objectors
who are targeting solar energy are just getting started.

Adjusting to Renewable Energy Landscapes

We are knocking on the door of a renewable energy future, and we are making some
progress. If we can consolidate our gains, we may be able to pass through the portal
with some real chance of developing a genuine measure of sustainability. Some barri-
ers, however, still block our way. Some of the remaining barriers are technical, but
most of them are social, and they are accumulating. This is not surprising because
each new step forward prompts more people to begin considering what a renewable
energy future will mean to their lives. Their most common reaction is to try to slow
things down until their questions and reservations are addressed.

The discomfort that some people feel about renewable energy may be explained
as start-up pains that are common when any new technology is suggested, but such
a diagnosis cannot reasonably explain all the symptoms of resistance we are seeing.
Something more generic and basic is at work, something we must isolate and cor-
rect. If we do not, and a renewable energy revolution falters, any or all of the follow-
ing scenarios could become reality:

� Stronger turn toward nuclear power
� Increased reliance on “clean coal”
� Speedier rise in greenhouse gas emissions
� Increased dependence on imported energy
� Greater pressure for mandatory restrictions on consumption
� A firmer turn toward environmentally burdened resources such as oil shale

and oil sands (Pasqualetti )
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The social barriers to renewable energy have been underappreciated and under-
examined. As the foregoing case studies illustrate, left unattended these barriers can
inhibit, redirect, discourage, or even halt projects. We need to rebalance the atten-
tion we pay to these challenges.

Such rebalancing will require acknowledging that social issues can be as impor-
tant asand in many cases more important thantechnical issues. We must realize
that conditions for development differ from group to group, time to time, and espe-
cially landscape to landscape. This means that neither acceptance of nor opposition
to a technology in one location will necessarily transfer to another location. Like-
wise, support or opposition to renewables will depend less on the type of resource
than on how one location differs from another in terms of physical environment,
cultural underpinnings, and social structures.

The problem that champions of renewable energy development face is that they
have often assumedand have expected to receiveunquestioning public support
for their projects. What they have not anticipated is that love of existing landscapes
can rout any benefits that renewable energy development may promise. We are find-
ing that commercial development of renewable energy resources, now upon us, is
repeatedly bumping up against this hard reality.

The mistake commonly made in the name of a renewable energy future is to
consider the technical and economic challenges of commercialization as the only
obstacles that must be overcome in order to make the leap from dream to reality.
Government programs and industry attention allot little weight to the identifica-
tion and remediation of social barriers. Consequently, attention tends to bounce
around, alighting on one topic after another that happens to appeal to the media, or
some interest group, or an individual set of researchers. With wind power, for ex-
ample, attention has been directed to such topics as ice toss, fires, fluid leaks, turbine
collapse, generator efficiency, blade design, interference with radar, aircraft naviga-
tion, and the potential of wind turbines to maim or kill wildlife. Although these are
legitimate concerns, equal attention should be directed toward public attitudes,
perceptions of risk, interference with established lifestyles, altered landscapes, and
even the infringement of new projects on the local sense of propriety and justice, all
topics that contribute much more directly to public attitudes.

Although cooperation between developers and the public is already evident in
some places, no generic protocols yet exist to manage the inherent disagreements
that sometimes arise between the two groups. As great a contribution as renewable
energy sources may make to attain a more sustainable future, their collective advan-
tages will not be enough to convince everyone in every place that they are a good
idea.

For this reason, conflicts will continue to appear. In recognition of this reality,
we may wish to consider adopting at least three new steps. First, it would seem
appropriate to reweight project-evaluation processes by reducing overemphasis on
technical solutions and then attend to social considerations more thoroughly. In
many circumstances this change in perspective alone will produce significant im-
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provements and a smoother path to consummating development plans because it
would recognize the importance of social engagement in the process of energy de-
velopment.

Second, social embededness should be a priority for renewable energy plan-
ning and implementation. Developers should strive for earlier and more com-
plete understanding of the human landscape at the location of each proposed
project. Such evaluation should include belief systems, land tenure, perceived
personal costs and benefits, and local history. At present, such topics receive only
glancing notice.

Third, impacted people need to perceive and receive meaningful and acceptable
benefit from developments that are proposed for the landscapes they value. These
benefits should accrue both to local families and to society at large. To circumvent
this step is to risk losing time and money for the benefit of initial savings.

We should think of these three steps as part of a new order of renewable energy
development, one that looks beyond the technical to the social, one that extends the
usual temporal perspective past the point of grid connection to the point when
these projects become an accepted, integrated, part of the local community. Once
social and technical considerations of renewable energy are paired, contentious is-
sues will be identified earlier, approval will be quicker, and success will be more
likely. Achieving such parity will require that developers consult not just with their
engineers and accountants but also with anthropologists, sociologists, historians,
economists, geographers, and other social scientists. Without doubt, an early, inclu-
sive analysis of this sort would have aided geothermal developers at The Geysers,
wind developers in Palm Springs, Cape Cod, Scotland, and Oaxaca, and solar devel-
opers vying for land rights in the Mojave Desert.

At least one caveat comes with this call for a more balanced, integrated planning
strategy: Even where the social and technical sides of a renewable energy develop-
ment receive attention in equal measure, success still cannot be guaranteed. No
matter what we do in advance, some projects will face public rejection for one rea-
son or another. Such instances will need to be adjudicated, much as they have been
in Scotland, but they cannot all be resolved to everyone’s satisfaction. Simply put, in
some places renewable energy development, regardless of how tempting the re-
source, will not be appropriate. On the other hand, renewable energy should not be
banned from every place just because some group opposes it. In our crowded world,
no shortage of the need for siting compromise and accommodations will ever arise.

Swifter progress for renewables requires that we promote a more inclusive per-
spective when we pursue their promise. Instead of considering how to integrate
them with our lives as a technical exercise, we should first examine their potential
through the lens of local identity and the one lens that can make everything else
clear: the public sense of landscape permanence. In the end, if we are to soften
public resistance to renewable energy and simultaneously give proper voice to pub-
lic love for the land, it will be better to consider the challenges of development to be
predominantly social matters with a technical component, rather than the other
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way around. Making this adjustment is the master key to unlocking the future con-
tribution of renewable energy.

Notes

. In his approval, however, Secretary Salazar stipulated that the number of turbines be reduced
from  to  and that the entire turbine array be moved slightly to diminish visual intrusion. An-
ticipated lawsuits may delay the project further (Toensing ).

. In the United States each turbine typically returns to the landowner between ,  ,
per year.

. Chris Hawley asked the question in preparation for his  article.
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